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Abstract 
Maurras, J.F., The line-polytope of a finite affine plane, Discrete Mathematics 115 (1993) 2833286. 
Let A be an affine plane of order n and let P(A) be the convex hull of the characteristic vectors of the 
lines of A. We describe P(A) as the intersection of a hyperplane and tin’ 1 half-spaces. In addition, we 
prove that P(A) is (n - 1)-neighborly. 
The afine plane of order n consists of n2 points and n2 + n lines; each line is a set of 
n points such that: 
(i) every two distinct points are included in precisely one line, 
(ii) for every choice of a point p and a line d such that p&l there is precisely one line 
d’ such that pd and dnd’=@ 
(iii) some set of three distinct points is contained in no line. 
References for this subject are [24]. When A is a finite affine plane, we let P(A) 
denote the convex hull of the characteristic vectors of the lines of A; our objective is to 
describe P(A) as the intersection of half-spaces. 
For this purpose, we define a tangle in an affine plane of order n as any set of n+ 1 
lines, any two of which intersect; for each tangle S we let a, denote the sum of the n + 1 
characteristic vectors of the lines in S. We let e denote the vector with all n2 
components equal to 1. 
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Theorem 1. If A is an afine plane of order n then P(A) consists of all vectors x suck that 
eTx=n and aix>n for all tangles S in A. 
Proof. We shall rely on the following fact (which is well known and easy to prove): the 
n2 + n lines of an affine plane of order n are distributed into n + 1 parallel classes in 
such a way that two lines intersect if and only if they belong to distinct parallel classes. 
It follows that, for every tangle S and every characteristic vector x of a line d, 
a8x= 
n if d$S, 
2n if dES. 
Now, given an arbitrary vector c with n2 components, find a line of A whose 
characteristic vector x* minimizes cTx. We only need prove that x* is an optimal 
solution of the linear programming problem 
minimize cTx 
subject to eTx=n, 
a,Tx>n for all S. 
x* is by (1); prove that is optimal, we shall 
a multiplier y nonnegative such that 
ye+Cysas=c, yn+Cysn=cTx*. 
S S 
For this purpose, let L denote the set of all lines of A and consider the following 
procedure. 
y,tO for all S; W+C; ,L~+PV~X*; 
Mc{d E L: wTx =p for the characteristic vector x of d} 
while M is disjoint from some tangle S do 
vcmin{WTx: x is the characteristic vector of a line in S}; 
Nc{dES: wTx=v for the characteristic vector x of d}; 
YS+ (v - P)ln; wtw-ysas; p+-p-ysn; M+MuN 
Using (l), it is easy to see that the invariants 
p=min{wTx: x is the characteristic vector of a line}, 
M = {d E L: wTx = p for the characteristic vector x of d}, 
w+Cysas=c, j_+C ysn=cTx*, ys>O for all S 
S S 
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are maintained after each iteration; note also that M grows with each iteration. We 
claim that, when the procedure terminates, each component of w equals p/n (and so 
the proof can be completed by setting y = p/n). 
To justify this claim, observe that M must include all n lines of some parallel class 
(else the stopping condition would not be met), and so wTe=np. Now consider an 
arbitrary point p. Comparing the identity WTe = n,u and the sum of the inequalities 
W=X 3 p where x runs through the characteristic vectors of the n + 1 lines that include 
p, we conclude that the component of w indexed by p is at least p/n. Since p was 
arbitrary, the identity wTe=np now implies that all components of w equal ,u/n. 0 
The description of P(A) in Theorem 1 is irredundant: for every tangle Q there is a 
vector xQ such that eTxa = n and a:xa 3 n whenever S # Q but aixQ < n. To see this, set 
and refer to (1). 
Gale [l] introduced the notion of m-neighborly sets in the Euclidean space. A finite 
set Y is called m-neighborly if, for every set X of m points of Y, some supporting 
hyperplane to Y meets Yin X; a polytope is called m-neighborly if the set of its vertices 
is m-neighborly. 
Theorem 2. If A is an afine plane of order n then P(A) is (n- 1)-neighborly. 
Proof. Let Y be the set of the characteristic vectors of the lines of A, let M be an 
arbitrary set of n - 1 lines of A, and let X be the set of the characteristic vectors of the 
lines in M. Let F be the set of all the tangles disjoint from M. Since tangles are 
precisely the sets of lines that include precisely one line from each parallel class and 
since M misses at least one line from each parallel class, each line not in M belongs to 
at least one tangle in F. Thus (1) guarantees that 
( > c al x=IFI.n SEF 
is a supporting hyperplane to Y that meets Yin X. [7 
Incidentally, it is an easy exercise to prove that the convex hull of the characteristic 
vectors of the lines of a finite projective plane is a simplex. Since every affine plane A of 
order n arises from a projective plane of order n by deleting the n + 1 points of a line, it 
follows that P(A) is the projection of an (n2 + n)-dimensional simplex. 
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